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Abstract

Email is one of the most important of the Inter-

net services. As a very large, fast growing, Internet

Service Provider, EarthLink requires a robust and

powerful email architecture that will support rapid

expansion. This paper describes such an architec-

ture, its motivations, its future, and the di�culties

in implementing a service on this scale.

1 Introduction

Electronic mail has a special standing in the ranks
of Internet services. Of the direct services an ISP
provides to its subscribers, email is certainly one of
the most important. As a consequence, it requires
special attention to keep email running as well as
expected. Additionally, there are several issues that
are far more problematic for email than for other
services. Email typically requires more resources
than any other service. This is because the stor-
age needs, the processing power, and the bandwidth
requirements are extreme. Furthermore, there are
problems regarding authentication and provisioning
that are often not required for other services.
Despite its criticality, little work has been made

available publicly on robust, large scale electronic
mail systems. The few references we have found,
such as [Grubb96], have neither addressed what we
consider to be the key problems, nor have they been
able to scale to the capacity that we require. This
isn't too surprising. Providing email service for hun-
dreds of thousands or millions of users is a problem
nobody had to solve before the advent of the na-
tional or international Internet or on line service
provider. Until now, none of these organizations
have chosen to come forward and publish their ser-
vice architecture.
Additionally, the architecting of very high per-

formance truly distributed services is still in its in-
fancy. The issues of distributed storage and load

balancing have few, if any, available solutions that
are both robust enough and perform satisfactorily
for our purposes.

The astute reader will certainly notice that the
architecture we describe here bears a great deal
of similarity to what we have already described as
our news service architecture [Christ97a]. This, of
course, is no accident. We've found a general set of
principles which we have adapted to meet the needs
of both services, and many of the important issues
discussed in that article are equally applicable here.

In the design of any of our service architectures,
we have several requirements that must be met be-
fore we would consider deployment. For email, the
�rst of these is message integrity. It is absolutely
essential that messages, once they are accepted by
our system, be delivered to their proper destination
intact. Second, the system must be robust. That is,
in as much as is possible, the system should survive
component outages gracefully. Additionally, the en-
tire system design should minimize the number of
single points of failure. Third, the system must be
scalable. When EarthLink began deployment of the
current architecture, in January of 1996, we had
about 25; 000 subscribers. In September of 1997,
EarthLink provided email service for over 350; 000
subscribers with a 99.9+% service uptime record. In
fact, we expect the current system to scale to well
over 1; 000; 000 users without signi�cant alteration
of the architecture as presented here. Moreover, one
should be able to accomplish the scaling of any ser-
vice with a minimum of outage time, preferably with
none. In all cases the performance of the service
must be at least adequate, and the service must be
maintainable. Problems must be easily recogniz-
able, and it should be obvious, whenever possible,
what is the cause of the outage. Further, its solu-
tion should be easy to implement and, in the mean-
time, the impact of the outage should be small and
locally con�ned. Finally, we would like the service
architecture to be cost{e�ective, not just in terms of



equipment acquisition, but, more critically, in terms
of maintenance.

2 Architecture Description

There are several logically distinct components
which make up the operation of EarthLink's email
service. The �rst, which we call the \front end" of
our email system (front de�ned as the portion which
receives data from the Internet) are the systems that
receive mail for \username@earthlink.net". These
machines are also called the SMTP machines. The
second component is the POP service, the servers
to which subscribers connect to retrieve their mail.
These same computers also send the mail originat-
ing from our subscribers to the Internet. (At the
time of this writing, EarthLink has not deployed
an IMAP service.) The third component is the �le
servers, which do nothing except store the mail-
boxes, mail queues, and auxiliary �les associated
with the email service. The fourth component is
the authentication database which holds the user-
name/password information, information on where
mailboxes are stored, and data on auxiliary email
services to which that account may have subscribed.
This architecture is demonstrated graphically in
Figure 1 included at the end of this paper. All the
servers we use in this architecture, except for the
�le servers, are running some avor of Unix.

With the exception of our �le servers and the au-
thentication database servers, our architecture calls
for all of the servers involved in our email service (as
well as all our other services) to be dataless. That is,
each server should store on local disk its own oper-
ating system, service software, swap space, tempo-
rary �le storage for nonessential data|and nothing
else. This allows us to add or subtract servers from
service with which the Internet or our subscribers
interact without a�ecting the data stored.

2.1 Front End

Mail Exchange (MX) DNS records for earth-
link.net and mail.earthlink.net point, with high
preference, to a series of servers in Round Robin.
These servers all run a recent version of the freely
distributable stock sendmail [Allman86] as their
SMTP MTA (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, Mail
Transfer Agent; see [Postel82] for details). Writing
and maintaining an SMTP MTA is a di�cult and
expensive task. Therefore, we have geared our ar-
chitecture to allow us to use sendmail without any
source modi�cation. Since sendmail typically un-

dergoes several signi�cant revisions during each cal-
endar year, it's important that we be able to use
sendmail in a form as close to the stock distribution
as possible, since updating a modi�ed sendmail ev-
ery few months to reect local modi�cations would
be about as time consuming as maintaining our own
MTA.

An electronic mail message to be delivered to
\username@earthlink.net" follows the DNS MX
records for earthlink.net. We maintain several
machines with high precedence MX records using
Round Robin DNS to distribute the load. If any of
these machines become overloaded or otherwise un-
available, we maintain a single machine with a lower
precedence MX record to act as a spillway. This
server does not deliver email directly, but it does
hold it for forwarding to the �rst available front end
server. Our backup MX machine could easily be
con�gured to deliver email itself, but we have cho-
sen not to do this to protect against the possibility
of transient errors in the mailbox locking process.
This way, if the locking scheme becomes overloaded,
we have a server that can still accept mail on behalf
of the \earthlink.net" domain. It is our intention to
minimize at all times the amount of email queued
around the Internet for delivery to EarthLink.

The key to using the stock sendmail in our ar-
chitecture is to insure that the sendmail program
itself attempts to do no authentication or lookup of
user names. This is actually quite simple to do. One
merely must remove the \w" ag in the entry for the
local delivery agent in the sendmail.cf �le. Even
if one runs a standard authentication scheme, we've
found that this modi�cation provides a considerable
performance boost if one has a large, unhashed (i.e.
linear lookup) passwd �le, and the service is not
completely inundated with email intended for non{
existent users.

The portion of the mail reception service that
we did modify heavily was the mail delivery agent.
This is the program that receives the mail from the
MTA and actually appends it to the user's mail-
box. On most systems, this program is /bin/mail.
The sendmail distribution provides a delivery agent
called mail.local which we have rewritten to use
our authentication methods and understand how we
store mailboxes. This is a small program which
hasn't changed substantially in years, so it is easy to
maintain; hence, it is a better place to add knowl-
edge about our email architecture than a moving
target like sendmail.

In addition to authentication and mailbox loca-
tion, the mail delivery agent also knows about mail-
box quotas which we impose on our subscribers. If



the current mailbox size is over the quota for that
user, the default being 10 MB, then the message is
bounced back to the MTA with reason, \User npc,
mailbox full." In addition to preventing resource
abuse on the part of subscribers, this also helps mit-
igate possible damaging e�ects of mail bombing by
malicious people on the Internet. We believe that a
10 MB quota is quite generous, especially consider-
ing over a 28.8 modem using very high quality line
speeds and no network bottlenecks, one could ex-
pect to take over an hour to download the contents
of a 10 MB mailbox.

2.2 POP Daemon

What we call the \back end" of our architecture
is a set of machines using Round Robin DNS which
act as the POP servers. They are the targets of the
A records, but not the MX records, for earthlink.net
and mail.earthlink.net. These are the servers to
which the subscribers connect to retrieve and send
email. If these machines receive email bound for
user@earthlink.net (from our subscribers, Internet
machines compliant with the SMTP protocol must
follow the MX records and send this message to a
front end machine), these messages are redirected
to our SMTP machines at the front end. The POP
servers do no local delivery. They do, however, de-
liver directly to the Internet. We've debated the
notion of having the POP servers forward mail on
to yet another set of servers for Internet delivery,
but have thus far elected against it. The bene�t
to doing this would be further compartmentaliza-
tion of physical server function by logical operation,
which we consider to be inherently good. We'd also
reduce the likelihood of POP session slowdowns in
the case that a subscriber oods the server with an
inordinate amount of mail to be delivered. If the
POP and Internet delivery functions were separate,
the POP server would expend very few resources to
hand this mail o� to the delivery servers, whereas
it would otherwise be required to try to send and
possibly queue this mail itself. On the other hand,
we don't observe this being a signi�cant problem.
Additionally, if we had a separate Internet delivery
service within our mail architecture, we'd have to
deploy an additional machine to maintain our com-
plete N+1 redundancy to every component, at ad-
ditional cost. Someday, we probably will make such
a separation, but it does not seem to be justi�ed for
the present volume.

Like the delivery agent, the POP daemon must
also know about both our modi�ed authentication
system and mailbox locations. The base implemen-

tation we started with was Qualcomm's POP dae-
mon version 2.2, although like mail.local, we have
modi�ed it substantially. In the near future, we plan
to completely rewrite the POP daemon tuned for ef-
�ciency in our environment implementing many of
the lessons learned from developments in Web server
software.

2.3 Mailbox Storage

On a conventional Unix platform, mailboxes are
typically stored in /var/mail or /var/spool/mail.
The passwd �le, used to store valid user names
for incoming mail and to authenticate POP con-
nections, is usually located in /etc, and mail
which cannot be delivered immediately is stored in
/var/spool/mqueue. This is where our mail archi-
tecture started out as well, but we made some sig-
ni�cant changes as we went along.

As with Usenet news, we use the Network Appli-
ance [Hitz95] family of servers as our network �le
storage for essentially the same reasons: Very good
performance, high reliability of the systems, easy
maintenance, and the advantages provided by the
WAFL �lesystem [Hitz94].

Due to performance considerations, the spool is
split across several �le servers and each is mounted
on the SMTP and POP servers as /var/mail#,
where # is the number of the mount point, in single
digits as of this writing.

Currently, we're using version 2 of the NFS pro-
tocol. While version 3 does give some signi�cant
performance bene�ts, we give it all back because of
the implementation of the READDIRPLUS proce-
dure [Callag95] which prefetches attribute informa-
tion on all �les in that directory, whether we need

them or not. Since we store a large number of �les
in the same directory and are only interested in op-
erating on one of them at a time, this is signi�cant
overhead that we don't need. On balance, for our
email system, the performance di�erence between
versions 2 and 3 of the NFS protocol is so small as
to defy precise measurement. We typically change
it whenever we suspect the current version might
be responsible for some strange behavior we notice.
The NFS version has never turned out to be the
problem, so we usually leave that version in place
until we feel the need to change it again in order to
eliminate it as a factor in some other problem we
face.

Even though the Network Appliance's WAFL
�lesystem provides excellent protection against the
performance penalties one normally encounters
when there are very large numbers of �les in a single



directory using most other �le systems, there are
still signi�cant advantages to breaking them up fur-
ther. Since we have more �les and require more
storage and throughput than we can realize with
any one �le server, we need to split the spool up and
provide some mechanism to locate mailboxes within
this tree. So, we create a balanced hash for each
mailbox over 319 possible subdirectories (the prime
base of the hash) and divide these directories over
the number of �le servers that compose the spool.
Thus, a path to a mailbox may look something like
/var/mail2/00118/npc. The POP daemon and the
local delivery agent are the only parts of the mail
system that need to know about these locations.

Once we have this mechanism for multiple loca-
tions of mailboxes in place, we are able to extend
this to allow us to dynamically balance the mail-
boxes or expand capacity. In addition to the no-
tion of the \proper" location of each mailbox, both
mail.local and popper (the POP daemon) un-
derstand the notion of the \old" mailbox location.
If the system receives email for a given mailbox,
mail.local checks the \proper" location for the
mailbox, and if it �nds it there, appends the message
in the normal manner. If the mailbox isn't there, it
checks the \old" location for the mailbox. If it is
found there, mail.local locks the mailbox in both
locations, moves it to the new location and appends
the message in the normal manner. If the mailbox
exists in neither place, it creates a new mailbox in
the \proper" location. The POP daemon also knows
this information. It looks in the \proper" location
�rst, and if it is not there, it consults the \old" lo-
cation. In either case, it operates on the mailbox
entirely in the place where it was found.

Only mail.local actually moves the mailbox.

We felt that it would be better to con�ne the mail-
box moving logic in the simpler of the two programs.
Because the mailbox can only be in one of the two
places and the delivery agent and POP daemon use
a common locking system (described below), there's
no danger of confusion as to the mailbox location.

The data on what constitutes the \old" and
\proper" mailbox locations are kept in the authen-
tication database (explained below), and this infor-
mation is returned to the client process when au-
thentication information is accessed.

This feature has a major bene�t for our mail sys-
tem. This allows us to move large numbers of mail-
boxes around without interrupting service. For ex-
ample, if we have three �le servers containing mail-
boxes and they are either getting to be full or run-
ning out of bandwidth capacity, we can create a new
mount point, /var/mail4 for instance, mount a new

�le server on the mail servers, create the hash value
subdirectories that will reside there, and then slide a
new mail.local and popper in place (POP daemon
�rst!) that know which of the subdirectories from
each of the �rst three �le servers will now be housed
on the fourth. Then, as mailboxes receive new mail,
they are moved onto the new �le server. After a few
hours, days, or weeks (depending on how much of
a hurry we're in), we can start a second process of
individually locking and moving mailboxes indepen-
dent of any other activity on the systems. Thus, we
have now expanded our email system without any
downtime.

2.4 Authentication

One thing we quickly realized is that the stan-
dard Unix authentication systems were wholly in-
adequate for a service of this magnitude. The �rst
problem one runs into is that depending on the spe-
ci�c operating system, one is typically con�ned to
between 30; 000 and 65; 535 distinct user identities.
Fortunately, since none of these users have shell ac-
cess to these servers (or any access other than POP
access), we can have a single UID own every one of
these mailboxes as long as the POP daemon is care-
ful not to grant access to other mailboxes without
re{authenticating.

While this postpones several problems, it isn't
su�cient by itself to scale as far as we'd like.
First, several Unix operating systems behave quite
strangely, not to mention inappropriately, when the
passwd �le exceeds 60; 000 lines. This isn't com-
pletely unexpected|after all how many OS ven-
dor test suites are likely to include these cases|
but some of these problems manifest themselves a
great distance from the passwd �le and, thus, can
be di�cult to track. Just as important, when the
passwd �le gets this large, the linear lookups of
individual user names become expensive and time
consuming. Therefore, the �rst thing we did was
make a hashed passwd{like �le using the Berkeley
NEWDB scheme [Seltze91] that both popper and
mail.local would consult for authentication. This
eliminated the need to carry a large passwd �le and
greatly increased performance of the system. A sep-
arate machine working in a tight loop continually
rebuilt the hashed passwd �le as the text �le was
continually being modi�ed by the the new account
provisioning system.

The next logical extension of this was to store
the passwd �le in a SQL database and replace
getpwnam() calls with SQL equivalents. This pro-
vides another quantum improvement. First, this



eliminates the necessity of continually rebuilding the
hash �le from the at �le, with savings in proces-
sor and delay times for user account modi�cation.
Second, this database may be used by other appli-
cations including RADIUS [Rigney97], Usenet news,
etc.... Third, it's a logical place to store additional
important information about that account. For ex-
ample, when a username lookup by mail.local

or a username/password pair is authenticated for
popper, the \old" and \proper" mailbox locations
are returned to the application rather than having
to be stored in at �les on the system or hardcoded
into the respective binary. We also intend to use
this database as a repository for a great deal more
information, for example storing variable mailbox
quotas and lists of domains from whom to refuse
mail on a user by user basis, etc....

Obviously, this database is critical to not only
the operation of our electronic mail system, but to
other components of our overall service architecture
as well. If the authentication service isn't operating,
electronic mail comes to a halt. Because of this, we
have taken special pains to make certain that this
application is always on line by using a clustered
system with failover using a dual attached storage
unit for the database to meet our high availabil-
ity requirements. If it becomes necessary, we can
still fail over to the old common hashed passwd �le
with only a marginal loss of functionality and per-
formance.

2.5 File Locking

In any distributed system, concurrency issues are
of paramount importance. In our email system,
these manifest themselves in terms of �le locking.
It is so important, we have given the topic its own
section in this paper to discuss the issues which the
implementor faces.

Yesterday

For data stored on local disk, flock() su�ces to
ward against two processes attempting to process
the same message or modify the same mailbox at
the same time. Since all of our persistent data is
accessed over NFS, this presents some signi�cant
problems for us.

When using flock() on an NFS mounted �le
system, these calls get translated to requests via
rpc.lockd. Now, lockd isn't the most robust �le
locking mechanism ever devised. It isn't advisable
to bank on lockd working entirely as advertised. In
addition to this, many systems have lockd tables too

small for our purposes. We can routinely require
thousands of outstanding lock requests on a given
NFS mounted �lesystem at any one time, and few
commercial solutions have lock tables large enough
and/or lock table lookup algorithms fast enough to
meet our needs.

Today

Therefore, wherever possible, we use the �le sys-
tem to perform locking. This consists of requesting
an open() system call to create a new (lock) �le
with the O EXCL ag of a �le of a predetermined
name, typically mailboxname.lock, in a given loca-
tion, which would typically be the mail spool. In
our case, in order to keep the spool directory sizes
down as much as possible and performance as high
as possible, we store these �les on their own shared
�le system.

This may set o� alarms in the heads of those fa-
miliar with NFS. One might well ask, \How can you
be certain that this is atomic on an NFS system?
How do other clients know that one has locked a
given �le?" Recent implementations of NFS client
software ignores the attribute cache on open() calls
which attempt to exclusively create a new �le. Note,
however, that other open() calls do not ignore the
attribute cache. This means that if a process's ex-
clusive open() on the lock �le succeeds, that process
has successfully locked that �le. This allows us to
use �le locking on the mailboxes, as long as we are
mortally certain that all NFS clients operate in ex-
actly the same way. One can �nd both NFS v2 and
v3 implementations that behave this way. It cannot
be overstated how important it is to be certain that
all NFS clients behave in this manner.

It is always possible that the process which cre-
ates the lock will die without having the opportunity
to remove it. For this reason, all processes creating
locks must touch the lock �les to update their at-
tributes periodically so that if these processes die,
after a certain amount of time other processes will
know that an existing lock is no longer valid and can
be eliminated. Therefore, we need a function that,
again, will bypass the cache and be guaranteed to
immediately update the attributes on the lock �le.

Let us suppose that one process on one NFS client
has created a lock on the mailbox \npc". Let us also
suppose that a process on a di�erent NFS client then
tried to lock that mailbox immediately afterwards
and discovered the existing lock, as it must. It's
always possible that the �rst process has somehow
died, so it's important to understand how long the
second process must wait before it can assume that



the �rst process no longer exists, at which time it
can delete the lock �le, lock the �le itself, and per-
form operations on that mailbox. Again, let us sup-
pose that all the NFS clients are set to refresh their
mailbox lock every �ve minutes, and that the NFS
attribute cache is set on each client to be three min-
utes.

One scenario is for a process on client1 to suc-
cessfully lock the mailbox and then have client2 im-
mediately attempt to lock the same mailbox and
fail. At this point, the information on the locked
mailbox is saved for three minutes, the duration
of the attribute cache, after which client2 gets the
same attribute information as before, because �ve
minutes has not elapsed, therefore client1 has not
yet refreshed the lock. At the �ve minute mark,
client1 refreshes the lock �le using utime(), since
it also bypasses the NFS cache and operates syn-
chronously on the lock �le, but client2 has not no-
ticed because it will be looking at the attributes in
its cache until the six minute mark, when its cache
expires, and it can now gets the updated informa-
tion. This is represented graphically in Figure 2.

minutes
0      1      2      3      4      5      6

client2 gets same lock info
client1 refreshes lock
client 2 notices new lock

client1 locks mbox
client2 attempts to get lock
Attribute cache on client2 expires

Figure 2

The worst case scenario is presented in Figure 3.
Here we have client1 creating a lock on a mailbox
and then immediately dying. Just before the lock
is scheduled to be updated, client2 attempts to lock
the mailbox and fails. Client2 cannot learn that the
lock hasn't been updated until just before the eight
minute mark, at which point it has license to remove
the lock �le and proceed with its actions.

Unfortunately, this potentially gives us a window
of eight minutes in which real users may not be able
to access their mailboxes under pathological condi-
tions. For example, if the subscriber interrupts a
POP session at the wrong moment, the POP dae-
mon on the mail server may exit without cleaning
up its lock �le. Further, we explain below why we
must delay even longer than this to allow for other

concerns.

If the �le servers ever get saturated with requests,
the server can seem to \disappear" to client pro-
cesses for many seconds or even minutes. This can
happen as part of normal subscriber growth if one
does not upgrade the capacity to handle load be-
fore it is needed. In these circumstances, problems
usually manifest themselves as a sudden change in
performance response from acceptable to unaccept-
able over a very small change in load. The math-
ematicians would call this a catastrophic response,
where \...gradually changing forces produce sudden
e�ects." [Zeeman77] If a �le server's load is near,
but not at the critical point, it can be pushed over
the edge by a sudden change in the pro�le of nor-
mal email use or by a small number of malicious or
negligent individuals.

0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8

client2 attempts to get lock
lock expires
client2 learns that lock expires

client1 creates lock 

Figure 3
minutes

client1 dies

It is self{evident that one wants to provide enough
surplus performance to prevent small changes from
breaking the performance envelope, and certainly
we strive for this, yet it is not always possible. As

an example, consider a two week period in August
1996 where the total volume of email EarthLink was
called upon to handle doubled for reasons that are
still not fully understood. While not routine, these
events are not uncommon in the ISP business and,
because the subscriber has a much greater ability to
impact service, represent a fundamental di�erence
between providing Internet services and, for exam-
ple, providing electric power or dial tone service.

In any case, when one enters into one of these
catastrophic regimes, one often encounters patho-
logic behavior on the part of any or all of the com-
ponents of the service. Client requests can come
too fast for the server(s) to handle; consequently
the RPC packets can get dropped before they are
processed. This can result in retransmissions by
multiple clients, and on top of an already saturated
system, the problem is compounded.



Let us suppose that we have a saturated sys-
tem where the client base demand is 105% of the
server's capacity to deliver it over a given period
of time, not counting the load put on the server
because of retransmissions. Each of these clients
will now retransmit their requests after a number
of tenths of seconds speci�ed by the timeo value
in the /etc/vfstab or equivalent �le. If this re-
quest does not receive a response, the client waits
for twice timeo and retransmits again. This pro-
cess is repeated until the value of the retry vari-
able is reached. If retry is exceeded, then the client
prints a message, typically \NFS server raid not re-
sponding, still trying," and continues to retry at
the maximum retry value. This maximum value will
never exceed 30 seconds [Stern91]. Under these con-
ditions, we cannot achieve a \steady state" condi-
tion, the amount of tra�c grows, quite dramatically,
without bound until something breaks.

If this condition were to persist for 30 minutes, at
this time as much as 25% of the requests sent to the
servers may be over 5 minutes old. Note that this
represents a true pathological condition, it's highly
unlikely that a client machine would either be able
to maintain this load given the lack of responsive-
ness of the server, or that the client load would be
constant, but we haven't yet developed our math-
ematical models su�ciently to account for all the
known variables, so we're being conservative. Given
these assumptions, if we are adding 2; 000; 000 new
email messages to our spool in a day, a half an hour
of operation at this level of saturation with a lock
timeout of only 5 minutes, we must expect there
to be on the order of a thousand mailbox corrup-
tions due to multiple processes proceeding to mod-
ify mailboxes on the assumption that they have ex-

clusive access to it. This is because they have en-
countered expired lock �les which are actually valid,
the owning process just hasn't been able to get the
server to ack it's update of the lock �le. The math-
ematics behind this analysis and an in depth ex-
amination of the rami�cations of this will be fully
explored in [Christ97b]. Therefore, it is important
that our locking mechanism allow for the possibility
that a client process may not be able to get their
request through to the server for several minutes af-
ter the normal locking timeout window has closed.
We use a lock timeout value of 15 minutes to allow
for this possibility.

With regard to locking, one area of concern we
have is with sendmail. Current versions want to use
flock() to lock �les in mail queues. On our email
system, the depth of these queues is extreme and
the number of processes that can concurrently be

trying to drain them can be as high as several hun-
dred per machine, requiring a large number of out-
standing lock requests at any one time, often too
many for either the client lock daemon or the �le
server to accommodate. Because of this, we have
two choices. Either we can put the mail queues
on locally attached disk, violating our stateless ar-
chitecture principle and losing the bene�ts of the
WAFL �le system in handling directories with large
numbers of �les, or we can modify sendmail to use
a di�erent locking mechanism, thus violating our
intention to use an unmodi�ed SMTP MTA. For-
tunately, the current sendmail implementation has
very modular locking code which can be easily re-
placed without fundamentally altering the distribu-
tion. However, we'd like any folks working on send-
mail to consider allowing a preference for various
locking mechanisms to be #de�ne'd in the source
code.

Tomorrow

While the mailbox locking mechanism we've just
described has worked satisfactorily, it is not with-
out its drawbacks. One drawback is the fact that
locks may be orphaned, and other clients must wait
up to 15 minutes before being able to assume they
are no longer valid. Another drawback is that the
synchronous NFS operations we employ greatly in-
crease the load placed on the NFS servers which
hold the lock �les.

Therefore, we are in the process of designing and
building our next generation lock management sys-
tem. In accordance with our design parameters,
what we really want is a distributed lock system
with no single points of failure. It has to maintain
state in the case of a crash or hardware failure, and
it must be able to handle at least several hundred
transactions per second.

We tried using a SQL database for this purpose,
but we were not satis�ed with the performance.
A program like a large commercial database such
as this requires too much overhead to be e�cient
in this manner. However, we can learn from the
database style locking mechanisms and, essentially,
strip away those portions of the database system
which we don't need to create our own lean and
mean network lock server.

We plan to deploy two machines clustered to-
gether around a shared RAID system to act as our
lock service. If the primary machine were to su�er
some form of failure, the other would take over with
a target transition time of less than �ve seconds. We
intend to deploy the same hardware con�guration



that we use for our authentication database. All
the lock requests get written to the �le system us-
ing unbu�ered writes before they are acknowledged
so that in case of machine failure there is no loss of
state.

The clients open up a socket to the lock daemon
on the lock server and request a lock for a given
mailbox, which the daemon either accepts or denies.
If it is denied, the client waits for some pseudo{
random time and tries again. We project that this
system will scale well into the millions of mailboxes
for a single set of lock managers. To get this scheme
to scale inde�nitely, it's a simple matter of having
the clients query di�erent lock servers for di�erent
ranges of mailbox names.

3 Operation

One of our primary design goals was to deploy
a system that would be cost{e�ective to maintain.
This service accomplishes those goals in several
ways.

First, by centralizing authentication in a single
system, we reduce the problems associated with
both maintaining multiple parallel authentication
systems and insuring that they are synchronized.
This is a considerable overhead savings.

Second, one of the key criteria in selecting the
Network Appliance as our storage system was its
ease of maintenance. Because its operating system
has been stripped down, eliminating functionality
not necessary to its operation as a �le server, the
server is less likely to fail and, if it does fail, it is
easier to discover and remedy the problem due to
the greatly reduced number of degrees of freedom
presented by the operating system.

Third, because the POP servers themselves are
dataless, they require much less maintenance than
their stateful equivalents. The only �les which dif-
fer between these computers are those that contain
their host names and/or IP addresses. This means
that new servers can be brought online in a very
short time via cloning an active server. Just as sig-
ni�cant, it means that since these machines contain
no important persistent data (aside from the operat-
ing system), there are few reasons for system admin-
istration to log on to the system and make changes.
This helps eliminate one of the arch{nemeses of dis-
tributed computing|\state drift," the tendency for
systems intended to be identical or nearly identical
to become more and more di�erent over time.

At EarthLink, one of the things we do most of-
ten is to grow an existing service to accommodate

more subscribers. The e�orts we have made to al-
low this to happen easily and with a minimum of
interruption contribute greatly to lowering the cost
of operation. We've already explained how we use
the concept of \old" and \proper" mailbox locations
to scale both �le system storage and bandwidth by
adding additional �le servers easily and with no
downtime. The network implementation we're us-
ing at this time is switched FDDI, which also scales
well. As we've already mentioned the POP servers
are dataless and, therefore, should lack of these re-
sources present a problem, in very little time, and
again, with a minimum of e�ort, we can clone and
deploy a new system. This results in our email ser-
vice being extremely scalable on short notice.

We attempt to maintain N +1 redundancy in ev-
ery possible component of the system. Our data
storage systems use RAID to protect against sin-
gle disk failure. We keep extra data storage servers
near{line in case of failure for rapid exchange with
the downed system. We keep extra FDDI cards in
the switch and an extra switch chassis nearby in
case these components fail. We also keep one more
SMTP and POP server online than loading metrics
indicate is necessary. Thus, if one fails, we can pull
it out of Round Robin DNS without impacting ser-
vice, aside from the problems caused by the initial
component failure. Additionally, we get the bene�t
of not having to repair the failed server immediately.
Instead, we can take time to ensure that everything
else is in proper running order, and then we can di-
agnose and repair the failed server at our leisure.
On top of all this, we use a monitoring system that
ags problems with each component of the service
in our Network Operations Center, which is sta�ed
24x7x365 and contacts appropriate on{site person-
nel.

4 Shortcomings

We consider the architecture presented above to
have considerable merit as one of the better solu-
tions available for satisfying high volume mail ser-
vice. It is, of course, not without its limitations,
some of which we mention here. One of the �rst
problems is with sendmail as an MTA. When Eric
Allman developed the original sendmail, it was not
envisioned that it would still be in service over �f-
teen years later and be pushed, rewritten, and ex-
tended to the extent that it has. It is a testament to
the skill of its creator and maintainer that it has per-
formed as well as it has for this long. Nonetheless,
if one were to code an SMTP MTA today, we doubt



anyone would want it to take the form of sendmail.
Despite this, we don't see an MTA that would pro-
vide enough signi�cant advantages that we would
want to migrate to it in the immediate future. Of
course, these statements about sendmail could have
been uttered �ve years ago without alteration. The
bottom line is that we would prefer to run an SMTP
MTA that is tighter, more e�cient, and has fewer
potential places for security bugs to creep in, but
there isn't one available that meets our needs at
this time.

Probably the biggest problem with our architec-
ture is that due to the nature of NFS, when we add
additional �le servers to address our performance
and storage needs, we end up adding multiple single
points of failure. Despite the fact that the Network
Appliance �le servers have been quite stable and re-
cover quickly from problems, we feel that this is not
easily scalable forever. Therefore, it is our opinion
that at some point we need to abandon NFS as our
distributed systems protocol for something better.

Our ideal protocol would be very high perfor-
mance; be completely distributed and, thus, highly
scalable, local failures would cause local, not global
outages, and would allow for redundant storage that
eliminates local single points of failure. Unfortu-
nately, given the current state of distributed com-
puting, it's hard enough to �nd a system that ad-
equately addresses one of these points, and noth-
ing seems close to providing good solutions for all
of them. Consequently, we are currently in the
process of designing our own distributed system to
accommodate our next generation architecture re-
quirements.

5 Current Data

Today, the system described here is in opera-
tion as EarthLink's core electronic mail system.
At the time of this writing, this system supports
about 460,000 mailboxes for over 350,000 users.
The system processes, incoming and outgoing, over
13,000,000 email messages each week. This means
we average about 20 incoming messages each sec-
ond. We average about 20 new POP connec-
tions/second and hold open about 600 concurrent
active POP daemons at peak time, with spikes to
over 1000 concurrent outstanding POP connections
at any one time.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we believe we have architected
a mechanism to extend a standard, freely dis-
tributable, open systems email system to handle
from hundreds of thousands to millions of distinct
email accounts with a minimum of modi�cation to
the underlying components. We also believe that
this system meets, to the best of our ability to de-
liver, the required criteria we set out in the Intro-
duction.
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